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Step 1: Remove the screws from both ends of the fixture

Step 2: Remove the screws fixing the aluminum frame to the component housing

 Step 4: Connect the plug from the emergency battery to the emergency driver
* Only for emergency back-up

 Step 3: Fasten the fixture to the wall using drywall screws and washers through two holes into anchors. 
(Mounting Hole Distance 393 mm) 

For your safety, read and understand instructions completely before starting 
Safety Warning
1. Cut off the power supply while replacing or maintaining the product in case of the electric shock. 
2. Reconstruction of the product is not allowed in order to avoid the electric shock & fire accident. 
3. When the unusual situation occurs, please cut off the power supply ASAP, and call the professional 
electrian to inspect it. 
4. The input voltage range of the product is 120-277 VAC, Frequency is 60Hz. 
5. Always have the installation performed by a licensed electrician. 
6. The fixture cannot be covered by any type of insulation. 
7. Please do not install the product in the inclined place or the unstable ceiling. 
8. For indoor use only. 

Installation 
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Setting by Remote Controller (Optional & Order Separately ) 

Maintenance 
1. In order to lengthen the product usage time and maintain the brightness, the regular clean & 
maintenance is highly recommented. The fixture should be inspected every 3-5 years by a licensed 
electrician. 
2. Pkease use the soft wet cloth to clean the product, and then dry the product by cloth. 
(Attention: ballast, terminal block and other electrical components cannot be cleaned by water against 
the leakage or abruption.) 

AC Line

AC Neutral 

Step 5: Connect the white/black and black wire to the AC line, the white wire to the neutral. Then put back the    
aluminum frame and lens into the fixture. (With non-emergency back-up option, there is no black wire.) 


